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Engineering Services

Experienced team of engineers around the globe with airline, OEM, and MRO backgrounds

- Indianapolis, Indiana - co-located with state of the art MRO
- Singapore
- Atlanta, Georgia
- Boeing and Airbus Cabin Retrofit Experience (Nose-to-Tail)

Leverage full spectrum of capabilities within AAR

- Engineering resources
- Composite and metallic structures

Core competencies in Structures, Avionics, Systems, and Interiors

- Utilize latest design software
- Structural, Systems, Avionics & Wi-Fi, water and waste systems
Engineering Services

Examples of AAR’s Modification Experience

- B767-300/400 Crew Rest Integration & Installation
- A330-200 BC and IFE Reconfiguration Program
- A320 Reconfiguration and IFE Installation
- B747-400 Fleet Standardization
- B777-200 Cabin Modification

- B737-800 Reconfiguration and IFE Installation
- B767-300 Crew Rest Modification
- B747-400F Oxygen System Modification
- B767-300 IFE Installation and Cabin Reconfiguration
- A330 Cabin Retrofit
Examples of Cabin Retrofit/Upgrades

A330-200 BC and IFE Reconfiguration Program

Install New Flatbed Seat

VCC Installation

Full Height Partition Installation

New IFE system installation on BC seat
Examples of Cabin Retrofit/Upgrades

A330-200 Cabin Retrofit with New BC Lie-flat seat qualification

Underbin Class Dividers with LED Star Lights in Decorative panel

Lie Flat BC seats with full Aisle Access
Examples of Cabin Retrofit/Upgrades

A320 Interior Modification

Post mod cabin with new BC and EY seats and Smartbins

- EY Slim seats Installation
- Lavatory Refresh
- ISPS Installation
- BC seats with ISPS
Examples of Cabin Retrofit/Upgrades

B757-200 VIP Charter Modification

Post-Mod Cabin Interiors
Examples of Cabin Retrofit/Upgrades

Install New EC Seats & IFE

Install New BC Seats & IFE
Examples of Cabin Retrofit/Upgrades

Flight Crew Rest (PCR) and Lower Lobe Crew Rest (LLCR) Installations
Partnering with AAR will ensure the highest value and quality with the lowest risk solution for your Interior Modification Program.
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